
Never Say 482 

Christy was still puzzled and confronted her husband. 

“Why does she deserve the shares just because she shows up out of nowhere? She’s now the biggest 

shareholder in the White family!” 

“Christy!” Jalen’s face clouded over. 

“You may not Like her due to past incidents, but you’re missing the full picture! Don’t swallow 

everything Johanna tells you!” 

Caught off guard by Jalen’s outburst, Christy toned down her own fervor, sensing she might have 

overreacted. 

“Alright, if she’s genuinely good-hearted, then I’ll drop it.” 

Days rolled by peacefully until Hannah received a call from her undercover informant. The tip-off was 

that Edwin was at the White family’s lavish club, fooling around with a woman. 

This woman, a minor internet celebrity, had apparently been financially backing Edwin, who had skipped 

school for days. 

“Understood, what’s the room number? I’ll be there shortly.” 

Hannah wasted no time getting there. As she entered, she caught Edwin in the act, poised to kiss the 

internet celebrity amid a chorus of cheers. 

Without a hint of emotion, Hannah grabbed a wine glass from a table and flung its contents directly 

onto Edwin’s face. 

The internet celebrity was also caught in the splash and shrieked in surprise. 

The spectators, Edwin’s pals gathered for the drama, jumped to their feet. 

“Who the hell are you? What’s the meaning of this!” 

Drenched in wine, Edwin was livid at the sight of Hannah. 

Angela’s Library 

“Damn it! 

Have you lost your mind, Hannah!” 

With a steely gaze, Hannah scanned the room. 

“Everyone, get out. Now. 

Uncertain of Hannah’s identity but noting Edwin’s grim expression, the crowd hastily found reasons to 

exit. 

The internet celebrity, assessing Hannah’s stunning appearance, assumed she was there to compete for 

Edwin. Clinging to his arm, she asked, “We were having a party. Why are you causing a scene? 



Desperation isn’t attractive. It only pushes him further away.” 

Hannah sneered, never breaking eye contact with Edwin. She stated, “You have two choices. Leave with 

me now or I’ll have you banned from all White family establishments.” 

Edwin dabbed at the wine soaking his hair. Enraged by Hannah’s words, he threw his towel aside. 

 


